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Aesthetics and Violence in Contemporary Russian Literature
Introductory remark:
The topic of this panel is not about ideologies or dynamics of violence in
Russian society, or strategies of resistence against violence in contemporary
Russia and their historical pattern or examples – all these are no doubt topics of
vital importance and related to culture. Neither is our topic the various forms
and manifestations of violence in contemporary Russian culture, (related f.i. to
rock music, mafia, drugs, crime, terrorism, underground, alcohol etc.).
Especially after 9/11, October 02 and Sept. 04 (North-West Theatre in Moscow;
Beslan). It is too big and complicated to be addressed within one and a half hour
here.
My idea in organising this panel was to focus on one aspect: the
“representations of violence in (contemporary) Russian literature“. Yet, in this
topic, everything is connected and no discussion is possible without being
emotionally involved! 1
------------------------The representation of violence seems inevitable in art and literature for two
reasons:
- It is a reflection of violence in reality and a seismograph of the suppressed
traumas of society. The amount of violence in literature, art and culture,
particularly in popular culture, 2 has been described as directly proportionate to
the amount of collective nightmares and anxieties in society.
- (Secondly) The attraction to evil is an anthropological fact, and therefore the
artistic imagination of evil and violence is an essential human driving force.
This fact is a scandalous provocation until today, in East and West alike. It has
been rejected and denied in philosophical, sociological and political discourse;
only by few individual artists, writers and philosophers, this scandal has been
accepted and explored. 3
The explicit, sometimes excessive representation of violence has been noted as
one of the predominant characteristics of Post- Soviet culture; it is a connecting
link of all cultural manifestations, which are quite heterogeneous in everything
else.
Mark Lipovetskii has described this overabundance of violence as “crossing the
gap/split between the once official Soviet rhetoric of violence and the alternative
culture”, which he considers to be a major task of Post-Soviet culture. 4
Lipovetskii has discussed violence in Soviet literature with the philosophical
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(theoretical) approach of mythological versus divine violence, developed by
Walter Benjamin, and later discussed by Jacques Derrida and Mikhail Ryklin. 5
I want to focus on the connection of “aesthetics and violence” in Post-Soviet
“literature, that is: language in aesthetic function” and try to answer the
following questions:
How has the literary representation of violence changed in Post-Soviet
literature compared to the past?
How can violence in literature be evaluated? How is the question of aesthetic
and moral responsibility reflected in Post-Soviet literature, in the texts, by the
authors? How can it be evaluated by us academic scholars?
Which role does literature offer in dealing with the Soviet past, in tempering the
prevailing stream of violence?
(or more generally: Which literary uses of violence can “do” what for which
end?)
To explain the criteria of my description and evaluation, I will first make some
more general remarks on the relationship between language, aesthetics and
violence.
It has been discovered by cognitive and emotive linguistic studies 6 , that
language itself plays an active role in creating the subject and reality, language
can be a means to create and exert violence.
Modern literature has explored this power of language to create violence. 20th
century Russian literature, from the Avant-garde to Postmodernism, has
experimented with language as a weapon. The “poetics of monstrosity”, used by
writers like Vladimir Sorokin, Iurii Mamleev, Viktor Erofeev and others
demonstrate the effect of violent language.
So literature c a n collaborate with Evil. 7
But there are different stages and different motivations to be involved with
violence, considering the basic ambivalent fascination, which I mentioned
above. There is the rhetoric of evil, rich and ancient. Since modern times, evil
can be seen as beauty, as a negative act of freedom, 8 which still refers to the
ideal, even if its perverted. (see for instance Marquis de Sade)
One step further is the imagination of evil, i.e. producing images of evil and
violence by collaborating with this dark force (for instance E.A. Poe,
Baudelaire); this means to get involved more deeply than making use of the
rhetoric of evil.
And there is finally the semantic-artistic organization of this imagination of evil.
In its most radical expression, there can be a rejection of finding any sense of
evil: no moral judgement, no intention to even warn. This means, that no
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connection to anything sacred or transcendent is possible in such texts. When it
comes to making any sense of evil, the texts keep totally silent.
But the literary representation can also express the opposite of aesthetic
detachment and moral impassibilté: a sacracizing affirmation of evil as a means
to use total destruction as one final blow to wipe out all evil and with it
everything ambiguous. The German philosopher Klaus Laermann has used the
paradox term “mysticism of violence” for this, Jacques Derrida spoke of a
“yearning for ‘hyper-essentiality’”. This literary representation expresses a
mystical transgression to what others see as Divine, by using and incorporating
the force of total destruction as a means to change a totally godless world.
In asking now, how to evaluate the literary representation of violence, it should
be asked: 9 How can this intriguing ambivalence be artistically addressed and
expressed, without confirming and mythologizing violence or simply state moral
rejection of it? How can a difference be made between the artistic fascination
with violence as a humanising strategy, 10 AND mystifying, promoting violence
by its affirmative reproduction?
And how can this difference be identified?
In Post-Soviet literature there is a great variety of both rhetoric, imagination and
semantic organization of violence. In trying to describe this variety along the
criteria explained above, I suggest, that basically three different ways of
representation can be distinguished. I will then bring several examples:
1) Literature can examine violence, by exploring cause and effect, the
underlying psychology and the reality of the Horrible and Evil from a position
of distance. This strategy aims at conquering violence by intellectualising it
(examples are Bertold Brecht, Jean-Luc Godard, Alexander Kluge). 11
2) Literature can portray violence, by trying to document it as objectively as
possible, by showing/illustrating it figuratively, aesthetically or realistically. It
can mean to get involved with its seductive force, but nevertheless keep the
narrow ridge of ambivalence between attraction and vicarious delight and the
analysis followed by moral rejection, or
3) Literature can exploit violence, by creating violence with verbal and nonverbal means in order to either deconstruct it or on the opposite mystify and
promote it as a destructive force of evil (examples are Céline, Ernst Juenger, and
again E.A. Poe, Rimbaud, Baudelaire).
In applying this general classification to Post-Soviet literature (by which I mean
texts, written after 1990), I curiously find almost no examples for the first type,
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much more for the second and the greatest variety in the third type. Therefore I
begin with examples for type 2 and 3 and return to 1 later.
2) Svetlana Aleksievich (*1948), 12 a Belorussian-Ukrainian author, living in
Minsk, writes documentary prose, always based on personal interviews, about
people, who have been exposed to some of the most violent atrocities and
disasters of 20th century. Her books on the nuclear fallout of Chernobyl, on the
returning soldiers of Afghanistan, on women’s experiences as fighters and
soldiers in World War II., and on people who survived suicide-attempts in PostSoviet Russia, have made a deep impact and caused strong emotional responses
by a wide international readership. They have been translated into several
languages and gained more than fourteen awards in Russia, Germany and
France.
In “Chernobyl’skaia molitva /A Prayer of Chernobyl’: chronicles from the
Future”, she describes the deserted ghost-land of the nuclear fallout as a
“rehearsal for the apocalypse”. 13 In “U voiny ne zhenskoe litso/The War has no
female face”, she presents stories of former women soldiers and partisans. Most
of them broke their silence and talked about experiences, which had never been
verbally expressed before, neither in private nor in public. 14
Aleskievich’s writing is example for portraying violence as a topic (not a
device!). A radical pacifist herself, she writes from a position of moral rejection.
By illustrating the impact of man-made violent acts, she hopes that her books
raise insight and help temper the stream of violence, she hopes for a humanising,
cathartic role of literature. “I am describing the truth, which is reality as it is.” “I
am a woman, who shines (radiates?) thanks to reflecting light.” 15
- Another author portraying violence, is Liudmila Petrushevskaia, for
example in her novel “Vremia – noch’/Time of the Night” (1990).
In these “Notes from the edge of the table” the narrator Anna, a tough Soviet
woman in her fifties, tells the story of her monstrous family: how she pampers
her adult son, who is uncapable to work and frequently arrested for alcoholism.
Once he jumped out of his window to flee from the beating fury of his wife.
Anna raises her little grandson with a monstrous, devouring love that makes him
choke. Her daughter left the kid with her, while being driven from one
chauvinist lover to another. She, too, flees from her all-devouring mother – “I
hate you! O God, how I hate you!” – and later punishes her by ignoring the old
woman until her death-bed.
This is a Post-Soviet portrait of a Late Soviet family: psycho-terror, hysterical
fits, cold hatred and self-destruction, coated by hypocrisy to the neighbours and
outside world.
There is psychological more than structural and physical violence portrayed
here, rhetorically more implicit than explicit. As to the rhetorics, there is no
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excessive violence, no ‘blood and gore’ in Petrushevskaia’s stories and plays,
neither is it spilling over to destroy language and narrative itself. Both physical
and psychological violence is always individually motivated, each action has a
subject and an object, no matter how helplessly entangled everybody is in the
spidernet of damage done by individuals to each other and by the system, the
anonymous society. But – different from Aleksievich –, there is no transparent
position, comment or the slightest hint to moral rejection in Petruchevskaia’s
dramas; here the author is totally silent.
My next example is Vladimir Sorokin’s story “Mesiats v Dachau” (1992). 16 It
is set in a fictitious Post-totalitarian Europe of 1990, in which Stalin and Hitler
both conquered and coexist. A Russian intellectual voluntarily internalises
himself for one month of vacation in the German concentration camp Dachau.
There he is tortured by two German SS-women (the blond Germanic FaustGretchen type and the black Margarethe), physically as well as psychologically,
by being forced to lecture about classical and Soviet Russian literature. The
gradually increasing torture culminates in a cannibalistic orgy of violence, the
process of debasement and deterioration affects both the personas, the story, and
the fascistic language itself, so that the text dissolves into an uninterrupted
stream of unstructured hate-disgust-blasphemist-sexual word-fragments.
The German-Russian relationship is represented here as a sado-masochist
mutual obsession, in which the male Russian subjugates himself at first to the
female German, until all coherence is being dissolved in the metaphor of
cannibalistic devouring each other.
In Sorokin’s text violence is both a topic, and a device. As a topic it includes
Russian and Soviet classical literature, seen as a force of violence. The story is
an example for language creating violence, exploiting violence with a rich
rhetoric using stereotyped words and images as well as an individual style.
“Ne
nado
protivit’sia
gnoino-bezumnomu
razlagaiushchemusia
sochashchemusia krovavoi spermoi nasiliia chuiu totalitarizma, a nado umet’
otdavat’sia emu naslazhdeniem I s pol’zoi dlia obshchego dela.” (p. 9)
This story does not, however, mystify evil, but it aims at demonstrating the
pathology of fascism, the unconscious connection between German and Russian
totalitarism and at deconstructing the Soviet structural, physical and
psychological violence (the philosopher Mikhail Ryklin called Sorokin the
“idealiser of collective traumas” 17 )
Other writers who experiment with exploiting violence, are Iurii Mamleev
Viktor Erofeev, Iuliia Kisina (the story “Margot Winter”, Eduard Limonov
and Aleksandr Prokhanov.
Erofeev: rhetoric of evil as beauty, perverted ideal. (Zhizn s idiotom)
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Mamleev: metaphysical intention to transgress evil into the sublime. However
debatable, whether this is mystifying evil. (Shatuny/The Sky Above Hell), 18
Limonov: mystifying evil and violence! In aesthetic terms more talented than
Aleksandr Prokhanov, but basically the same type of representing violence.
(Russkoe psikho) 19
Aleksandr Prokhanov. In his novel “Gospodin Geksogen” 20 is an example for
a text, exploiting violence in an affirmative, mystifying way, though much less
talented as Limonov, demagogic, racist and trivial in its literary devices.
Similar: many novels of the formula-detective genre boevik, f.i. Daniil
Koretskii’s novel “Antikiller”.
Let me turn to the question, how the literary representation of violence changed
in Post-Soviet literature compared to the past?
There was, indeed, a deep gap between violence in Soviet literature and in
Soviet reality, which Mark Lipovetskii considers crucial. Let’s recall some
master-conventions of topics and rhetoric:
- Explicit violence – both literary and visual one – was possible only within
the clear pattern of enemy-behaviour, such as war and civil war;
- Violence was also worth representing as sacrifice, especially self-sacrifice
(from the revolutionary raznochintsy of 19th century (Chernyshevskii) to
the terrorists of narodnaia volia (Trifonov) and the pilot- and partisanmartyrs of war and peace (Pavlik Morozov, the pilot Meres’ev, Fadeevs
Molodaia gvardiia etc.);
- However, violence always had to be explained, rationalised, it always had
to be identified with an intruder from outside, “disclosed” in Marxist
terminology, even if he came from inside (the Trotskyite spy or nature’s
disasters: the Tungus meteorite as a nuclear attack)
- The topics and rhetoric changed in inofficial literature after the thaw
(Mamleev’s “Shatuny”, Sokolov’s “Shkola durakov”, the Moscow
conceptualists.) Varlaam Shalamov portrayed violence and inhumanity in
the GULAGs, both explicitly and new in that no clear distinction between
“own” and “other”/”inside” and “outside” could be made any more. In
Shalamov’s “Tales of Kolyma”, the dark hole of potential uncontrollable
violence in every human being appeared for the first time and shocked
samizdat readers by undermining the ideal of socialist humanism. These
were powerful literary imaginations of evil, but their semantic
representation nevertheless still referred, if only from afar, to a humanist
ideas – violence appeared as a perversion of humanity.
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Its here, in Marxist literature above all, in didactic, socialist realist literature,
where we find examples for examinig violence. Most of this literature is
didactic, and I could not think of any examples in the Post-Soviet present! (May
be you come up with some?)
The Post-Soviet texts and authors which I mentioned here, cover all topics of
violence formerly taboed, 21 such as
- the wars – Second World War, Afghanistan, Chechnia, seen by women,
Chernobyl’, suicide,
- psychological and physical violence against women and children, within
the family – friend and family can be no longer distinguished.
- in Sorokin’s texts, violence occurs without any motivation and is
impossible to rationalise; it appears as an abstract force contaminating
each and everyone, being all-present. May be the most irritating aspect is
the sado-masochist pathology, the lack of any distinction between
perpetrator and victim. 22
The examples have shown, that of the three types of literary representation of
violence – examination, exploitation and portrayal – only two are explored in
Russian literature today. The most radical and therefore most irritating
imagination of evil is probably displayed in Sorokin’s texts, where we are
confronted with both the utter debasement of human beings and the lustful
phantasies of perversion; while Svetlana Aleksievich’s texts confronts us with
the authentic atrocities and hardly bearable pain of victims of war, totalitarism,
nuclear fallout, despair, atheism.
The ‘mysticism of violence’, as I have tried to explain, is cynical and as a
reflection of the author’s attitude morally and aesthetically irresponsible.
Sorokin’s texts expose the reader from the utmost aesthic distance most
radically to the uncontrollable dark forces of evil without offering any sense,
while Svetlana Aleksievich’s equally irritating texts offer catharsis by insight in
the better human soul, in confronting us with the unbearable evil.
There is a remarkable difference between literature by male and female
authors. 23 The rhetoric of violence is much more explicit and excessive in texts
by male authors (from Sorokin to the boevik, Marinina vs. Koretskii) than by
female authors. In Sorokin’s texts there is an abstract hostility to life, which
merges with the elitist distance of the author (his Gnostic worldview?), whereas
the aesthetically much less intriguing, if not simplistic texts by Svetlana
Aleksievich, which equally face and expose the reader to the horrors of violence
and evil, nevertheless express warmth and a vital love of life.
Reality changes, 24 the cultural context changes, but definitions of violence and
even the evaluation of violence historically change, too.
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It has been stated by sociologists, psychologists and philosophers, that there is a
growing acceptance of violence in Eastern and Western societies. It is has also
been stated as a fact, that we live in a historical period of inflationary images of
violence. 25
In Russia, as a recent linguistic study has identified, certain aggressive and
violent verbal acts which traditionally always had a negative connotation, have
been reevaluated and received a positive meaning during the past ten years,
especially in certain areas, such as business and sports. 26
There are more questions for me in this topic than answers.
So instead of a conclusion I tell an episode:
One day in the 60’s, Salvador Dali, sitting in a Paris café with Evgenii
Evtusenko, said: In my opinion, Adolf Hitler was the greatest artist of
Surrealism. Evtusenko fuming with anger and replied: How can you say s.th.
like that. You don’t know the horrors of war and totalitarianism, but we know. I
can’t sit with you at the same table! An American art historian who was with
them, jumped on his feet in defense of Evtusenko. ‘As a sign of solidarity with
Mr. Evtusenko’, he said, ‘I spit in your coffee, Mister Dali’ – and spat. Dali
raised the cup and said: I already had to drink my coffee with cream, cognac and
liqueur, but now for the first time I drink it with the spit of a famous art historian
– and he drank with pleasure.
Vladimir Papernyi comments this episode in his book “Kul’tura Dva”: 27
“Nowhere in Russian culture do we find an aesthetisation of destruction. The
war and all experiences connected with it take a great space in Russia, but these
experiences are almost always tragic. The aesthetisation of evil/destruction is
only possible in a culture in which the artistic representation is totally removed
from life, and the magic connection between them has been totally broken.”
This is a thesis, which I would like to discuss with you.
Thank you for your attention.
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